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MILP - parameters



MILP - parameters - Time partioned in working shift



MILP - parameters - Time dimension



MILP - parameters - Sorting stages dimension



MILP - parameters - Stock costs



MILP - variables



MILP - features

◉ Work shifts scheduling

𝑦𝑗,𝑡 ∈ 0,1 : equal to 1 if stage j is 

activated at time t, 0 otherwise

◉ Production lot-sizing

𝑢𝑗,𝑡 ∈ ℝ
+ : processed quantity 

during stage j at time t

◉ Workforce allocation

𝑥𝑗,𝑡 ∈ ℤ+ : operators employed in 

sorting stage j at time t
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Subject to 
uncertainty



MILP - ReFormulation

Constraints of stock flows 
regarding the first buffer 

consider the parameter 𝒂𝒕
being subject to uncertainty.

These constraints are 
reformulated in order to match 
the nominal problem form of 
Berstsimas and Sim robustness
theory.  

Auxiliary variable ε𝒕 is
introduced.

Constraint (7) guarantees stock 
PWL costs to be included in the 
objective function.



Robust Formulation

𝑧𝑡Γ𝑡 + 

𝑘=0

𝑡

𝑝𝑡,𝑘

The protection function is:

Robustenss variables 𝑧𝑡 and 𝑝𝑡,𝑘
must respect constraint (31) 

Where Γ𝑡 is the protection
parameter (robusteness lever).

ො𝑎𝑡 is the maximum 
deviation of parameter 𝑎𝑡
being subject to uncertainty



the price of robustness

worste case

deterministic
case

Application impact related to |𝐽𝑖|.
Moderate impact for small |𝐽𝑖|∀𝑖



Current and future works

◉ Enlarge experiments and considerations regarding robustness and probabilistic bounds over     
constraint violations. Considering correlation between parameters that are subject to uncertainty.

◉ Develop a production model version that includes waste baling press operations

◉ Considering production capacity as a function of operators employed

◉ Profit patterns recognition trough logistic and sorting models integration: framework of models 
integration for profitability analysis and contract management support.



Models Integration Framework 



Models Integration 
information flow 
diagram for profit 
patterns dataset 
creation 


